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Abstract
In today’s world, wireless personal devices such as mobile
phones, fitness trackers, medical devices etc. are ubiquitous.
These devices provide a convenient user experience by con-
tinuously transmitting different wireless messages. Unfortu-
nately this convenience comes at a cost, as a passive eaves-
dropping adversary can capture these transmissions, and use
the information to uniquely identify the devices, and further
to track the device owners. This privacy leakage problem
is more acute at the link and physical layers, because exist-
ing wireless security and privacy mechanisms fail to protect
information at these layers.

In this survey, I analyze existing literature to understand
how our wireless devices can be identified using techniques
at the link and physical layers. For an adversary, the choice
of a particular technique is a tradeoff decision. I present a
set of heuristics to compare the identification techniques that
highlights these tradeoffs. Finally, an adversary that is suc-
cessful in device identification can further use the captured
transmissions to perform user tracking. I present several ex-
amples from literature that highlight the extent of this user
privacy leakage.

1 Introduction

Wireless personal devices such as mobile phones, fitness
trackers, personal medical devices etc. are widely used in
today’s world. To provide a seamless experience to the end
user, these devices continuously send wireless transmissions
containing several pieces of information. These transmis-
sions can be either for indicating their presence to other
wireless devices, or to send data to specific devices. For in-
stance, continuous WiFi probe requests (upto 2000 probes an
hour [21]) ensures your mobile devices are always connected
to the highest strength access point, Apple devices continu-
ously transmit Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) advertisements
(200 times a minute [41]) to enable the Continuity protocol
etc.

Unfortunately this convenient experience comes at a cost.
These wireless packets can be sniffed/eavesdropped by a
completely passive observer, and various features can be ex-
tracted from them to uniquely identify your wireless device.
Moreover, device identity leakage is only the first step, as
the adversary can then perform more egregious privacy vi-
olation like tracking the device owner, both physically and
behaviorally. In essence, our wireless personal devices are
homing beacons, that have put a target on our backs for all
types of adversarial privacy leakage.

These privacy concerns are hard to resolve at the wire-
less protocol level, due to the fundamental nature of wire-
less communication. Encryption standards protect post-
authentication data payloads, but the link layer headers still
contain unique MAC addresses for identification. Further-
more, at the pre-authentication stage, wireless devices trans-
mit information in device discovery packets in the clear, sim-
ply to enable detection by other wireless devices. In recent
times, this problem is compounded by the use of these un-
encrypted discovery packets to transmit data (e.g., Bluetooth
Low Energy advertisements in Apple devices). While MAC
address randomization can protect this unique identifier, the
other pieces of information in these packets have been ex-
ploited by several papers to create different types of identi-
fiers. This problem is worse at the physical layer, wherein
features identifying the transmitter can be derived, by the
mere presence of a transmission.

In today’s world, passive eavesdropping based device
identification and user tracking is not just a cautionary tale,
but a reality. Large scale passive wireless data collection ef-
forts have been undertaken by research groups, which have
resulted in huge databases, some of which are available to
the public [51, 4, 46]. While these databases are partly
anonymized, they still reveal personal user information. For
instance, I can run a search to see all households using a
Bluetooth CPAP machine, indicating there is a sleep apnea
patient in the house. Several industry players have been also
found to passively collect wireless traffic secretly with the
aim of identifying and tracking users, primarily for targeted
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marketing [48, 37, 36, 66] . Understanding in depth how
your device can be identified and tracked, is therefore of im-
mediate importance.

In this survey, I present several different techniques in re-
search literature for wireless device identification at the link
and physical layer through passive eavesdropping of packets.
I only consider papers identifying WiFi and Bluetooth (both
classic and Low Energy) transmitters, as these are the most
popular wireless protocols for personal devices. These tech-
niques have their own pros and cons, and no one technique
can be used in all situations. However, broadly these tech-
niques can apply to almost all existing wireless protocols.

For an adversary, the choice of a device identification tech-
nique is a tradeoff decision, based on the pros and cons. De-
pending on the use case and intended goal, one or several
techniques may be used. For instance, analyzing device dis-
covery packet contents can be done using commodity off-
the-shelf wireless radios, but the identifier may change with
a software update. On the other hand, transmitter imperfec-
tions are immune to changes in software, but require the use
of special software radios for data collection and analysis. To
compare the techniques, I use a set of heuristics that broadly
fall in three categories – universality, stability and practical-
ity – following the definitions in [62].

An adversary who has successfully identified your device,
is well on their way to achieving their ultimate goal of track-
ing the device user. In fact, physical and link layer informa-
tion used for identification is more than sufficient to track and
monitor the users – physical location, user behavior or even
body movement. I will present several papers, which show-
case the extent of this privacy leakage. Majority of these
papers rely on unique MAC addresses as a device identifier.
While address randomization is available, the device identifi-
cation techniques I will discuss show that it is not a deterrent
to privacy violation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides a formal definition of the passive wireless
eavesdropping threat model. In Section 3 I define the various
sources of information that are available at the link and phys-
ical layer for wireless device identification. I also define the
taxonomy for classifying the papers in device identification,
as a set of key questions that need to answered to understand
the tradeoffs between the techniques. In Section 4 I present
the various papers grouped according to techniques in physi-
cal and link layer, and present a comparison based on the tax-
onomy. In Section 5, I look at the consequences of successful
device identification, by presenting several papers aiming to
performing user tracking in several ways. Section 6 identi-
fies future research in the area from several viewpoints, and
we conclude in Section 7.

2 Threat Model

The definition of our threat model follows the privacy met-
rics defined in [62]. We consider the case of an wireless
personal device that is transmitting messages intended for
certain receiver(s). The eavesdropper is a passive local ad-
versary scanning for observable data, in a way that the wire-
less nodes are unaware of its presence. This means that the
eavesdropper will be passively listening to the transmitted
packets, but will never inject/spoof packets with the aim of
deception nor will it ever send a request prompting the trans-
mitter/receivers to send a response. Additionally, the eaves-
dropper will not in any way prevent the intended receivers
from listening to the packets (e.g., by injecting noise in the
communication channel). Also the adversary will make no
assumption about the security of the system, i.e., transmitted
packets may or may not be fully/partially encrypted.

3 Wireless device identification

An adversary as described in Section 2 can collect the wire-
less transmissions from these personal devices, and use vari-
ous techniques to extract features that represent a unique fin-
gerprint/identity for the transmitter. This process is referred
to as wireless device identification. On successfully deriving
the identity of the wireless personal device, the adversary can
track the device owner either physically or behaviorally.

The link layer and physical layer contain several pieces
of information that can be used for device identification.
These can be unique device identifiers, payload of transmit-
ted packet or even a physical property of the transmitter/-
transmission. Next, I present some sources of deriving iden-
tifying information that are used in the surveyed literature.

3.1 Identifying information in wireless signals
3.1.1 Link Layer

Device identification information at link layer is primarily
due to the differences in how manufacturers implement Wi-
Fi and Bluetooth specifications. Packet contents at link layer
are transmitted in the clear (despite authentication and en-
cryption at higher layers). The information available in de-
vice discovery packets (probe requests, probe beacons, BLE
advertisements) and link layer headers in data packets can be
utilized for identifying devices. In addition, link layer han-
dles the actual transmission and scheduling of all these pack-
ets, and therefore certain timing side channels exist which
can be utilized to obtain packet timing specific properties.

Device discovery packets are particularly useful for an ad-
versary to derive identifying information, due to their con-
tinuous and periodic availability and variety of information
fields. A large body of work in the area of wireless device
identification utilizes these packets.
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(a)
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Figure 1: Packet structures of (a) Probe beacon [22] (b) Active probe request [22] and (c) BLE advertisement [45]

Device discovery packets. Prior to authentication and
forming a wireless connection, devices need to discover each
other. Devices do so by broadcasting link layer device dis-
covery packets, containing information to identify the device
(such as MAC address, name) and the features/capabilities it
offers.

These device discovery packets are fundamental to
WiFi/Bluetooth operation. However, they exist at the pre-
authentication stage, and therefore are transmitted in the
clear. A passive eavesdropper can obtain direct device identi-
fiers (MAC address, name) or indirect identifiers (features/-
capabilities) from these packets. Figure 1 shows the struc-
tures of device discovery packets exploited by papers in this
survey, and the identifying information they provide. These
are as follows:

• Probe beacon: Probe beacons are broadcast packets
transmitted by the access point(AP). In passive de-
vice discovery mode, stations(Wi-Fi clients) sniff for
these packets and identify nearby APs and their capa-
bilities. These packets contain informations such as
MAC address in the header and several information ele-
ments(IE) in the payload. The various IEs can be lever-
aged to create a distinct identity for an AP. In addition,
beaconing interval and timestamp information can be
used to profile rate of arrival of beacon packets.

These IEs include mandatory fields like service set
identifier (SSID), beaconing interval, timestamp of
transmission of packet, sequence number of frame and
capability information such as type of access point in-
frastructure, security protocols and type of physical
layer. Additionally, these packets may contain several
optional IEs for other capabilities.

• Active probe request: WiFi stations can also perform
active device discovery, in which they send probe re-
quest to specific SSID to solicit a probe response. Mo-

bile devices in particular use this mode, as it power sav-
ing. The directed active probe request contains MAC
address of station and SSID of destination AP, along
with other mandatory IE fields. Similar to probe bea-
con, IEs like sequence number and capabilities can be
used to develop a device identity. In addition, sta-
tions send out bursts of several probe requests, with
each request containing a SSID previously connected
to. Therefore an eavesdropper can create a list of SSIDs,
called Preferred Network List (PNL) for every MAC ad-
dress, by listening to a probe burst. Furthermore, timing
analysis based identity information can be extracted be-
tween probe bursts, and between packets in a burst.

• BLE advertisement: Advertisements are continuously
broadcast by Bluetooth Low Energy slave devices, so
that master devices can find them. An advertisement
may be directed or undirected, and connectable or non-
connectable, resulting in 4 combinations. Different
types of advertisements are used in different scenar-
ios. An advertisement contains the advertiser Blue-
tooth address, alongwith a tag-length-value structure
with different data types like Universally Unique Iden-
tifier (UUID), and complete Local Name. While device
address changes with MAC randomization, the UUID
can act as an identifier. Furthermore, advertisement in-
terval can be profiled to uniquely identify the device.

In recent times, companies like Apple and Microsoft
have been using BLE undirected, non-connectable ad-
vertisements as a conduit for transferring device event
information [1]. These advertisements contain various
different data type structures used to represent differ-
ent types of events. The variety of information and fre-
quency of transmission of these unencrypted data pack-
ets, make these packets a serious privacy concern.
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3.1.2 Physical layer

The physical layer is responsible for converting the WiFi and
Bluetooth packets into the analog signal, and then transmit-
ting the signal over the wireless medium. This exposes sev-
eral fingerprinting features that inherently describe the be-
havior of the radio chipset. Importantly, this physical layer
information is independent of the type of packet and infor-
mation contained in it, making it a more lethal weapon for
an adversary aiming to identify your device.

Physical layer identifying information may be retrieved by
analyzing signal propagation through the wireless medium.
This can be done by measuring the received power of the sig-
nal which includes effects of attenuation during propagation
(received signal strength), or by measuring the effects of sig-
nal propagation on the wireless channel itself (channel state
information)

Physical layer identification can also be done by analyzing
the received signal’s non-ideal properties, in either the tran-
sient or the steady state part of the signal. These are caused
by inherent hardware defects in the transmitter, and are the
best identifier for a particular wireless device.

3.2 A taxonomy for comparison
An adversary will choose a device identification technique
tailored to their specific monitoring use-case. Therefore, we
need a point of comparison for understanding the constraints
under which a technique can be used. Accordingly I present
a series of fundamental questions to define the heuristics
used to compare the literature in the area. The goal is to
understand the tradeoffs in using the different techniques.
These heuristics fall under the three broad property groups
as defined in [62] – usability, stability, practicality

Through these questions, we compare the different real-
world constraints under which a technique may or may not
be useful. An thing to note is that while accuracy in identi-
fying devices is important, it can vary depending on the im-
plementation specifics (hardware design, software for data
capture and analysis, testbed used etc.) of the used tech-
nique. Accuracy doesn’t offer us a basic understanding into
how important a technique is, and therefore we don’t use that
as a comparison point.

Following are the heuristics used to compare literature in
the survey:

• Works for all device roles? (Role) : When devices
are connected, they assume master/slave roles based on
whose clock the two devices are synced. Certain tech-
niques, such as packet timing based, are used and effec-
tive only for one type of device role and not universally
for all devices.

• Features stable with changing environment? (Envi-
ronment) : Wireless signal features are influenced by

changing environmental conditions due to multipath
propagation, drifts in temperature, signal absorption
etc. Certain techniques, such as signal strength and
channel state, depend strongly on the wireless medium
and are not stable with changing environment.

• Features stable with software updates? (Software) :
Software/firmware upgrades in the field are commonly
done, and may result in changes in observed protocol
features. Certain techniques, predominately link layer
methods, depend on specific software implementations,
and are not stable to software upgrades.

• Cheap data collection equipment? (Cost) : The cost
of a passive receiver is important, as any effective data
identification system is a network of multiple receivers.
Cheap receivers includes most wireless NICs in per-
sonal computers, and low cost embedded radios (I con-
sider sub-$100 to be low cost). Certain techniques,
such as hardware imperfection based, require the use
of costlier sofware defined radios(SDRs) or vector sig-
nal analyzers (VSA), and are not practical in terms of
cost.

• Proven to work outside controlled environment? (Out-
door) : An adversary who needs to track a large popu-
lation, would require flexible techniques that work well
not just in controlled laboratory conditions, but even un-
controlled outdoor environments. Certain techniques,
predominately the physical layer methods, have only
been shown to work in indoor environments, and are
not practical in an outdoor environment.

4 Survey of literature

Table 1 shows a comparison of the device identification tech-
niques according to the taxonomy we defined. We can ob-
serve the tradeoff decision in choosing a particular tech-
nique.

At a high level, link layer methods offer less stability as
they are affected by software upgrades, but are practical in
cost and have been proven to reliably work even in uncon-
trolled environments. Comparitively, physical layer tech-
niques, and in particular hardware imperfections based tech-
niques, are extremely stable and universal such that the de-
rived device identifier is the best representation for the wire-
less transmitter across all techniques. These techniques are
therefore a bigger privacy threat. Unfortunately, capturing
and analyzing signal information at physical layer generally
involves costly equipment like SDRs. In addition, no litera-
ture has demonstrated these techniques working outside lab
environments. Consquently, link layer techniques are more
practical, and seem to dominate in literature for device and
user tracking. In the coming sections, I summarize the liter-
ature across the various techniques we have discussed.
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Universality Stability Practicality

Technique Citations Role Environment Software Cost Outdoor

Link Layer
Packet Contents [21, 60, 42, 43, 56, 52, 7, 41] Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Packet Timing [34, 31, 2, 29, 20, 13, 44, 19] No Yes No (Arrival time) Yes Yes

Yes (Clock skew)
Physical Layer
Signal Strength [18, 6, 55, 23, 11] Yes No Yes Yes No
Channel State [54, 65, 32, 38] Yes No Yes Yes No
Hardware Imperfections [25, 24, 58, 9, 61, 39, 28] Yes Yes Yes No No

Table 1: Summary of techniques for device identification grouped by networking layer

4.1 Link Layer
4.1.1 Packet contents

We observe that all types of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices
transmit link layer information continuously. This may be
data traffic, or periodic device discovery packets. In fact due
to constant availability of device discovery packets, most pa-
pers using packet contents technique use these type of pack-
ets. By examining the contents of these packets, wireless
device identifiers can be derived. While all packets contain a
MAC address that uniquely identifies the transmitter, MAC
randomization has made it a less potent target. Instead the
following papers look at other information fields transmit-
ted in these packets, and use combinations of these fields for
deriving unique device identifiers

In terms of taxonomy, packet contents based techniques
are universal in all device roles. The derived device identi-
fiers are stable to changes in environment, but can change
significantly (or even become non-existent) with software
changes. Finally, data collection can be done practically us-
ing low-cost off-the-shelf radios, and the several papers have
used this technique in a public outdoor location successfully.

WiFi. Freudiger et al. [21] captured probe requests from
iOS 8.1.3 and Android 5.0.1 devices and analyzed the MAC
addresses. They observed that probe requests from several
randomly generated private MAC addresses can be linked
together because sequence number increments at a known
rate. Further on, they saw these mobile devices reveal their
unique actual MAC address in probe requests that are trans-
mitted when the phone screen is active. Therefore on observ-
ing over a long period of time, and using sequence number
information, an entire set of random MAC addresses can be
associated to the actual MAC address. Lastly, they observed
that vendor specific information (such as aggregration pro-
cess used in packet linkage at receiver) is manufacturer de-
pendent, and can also be exploited as an identifier.

Vanhoef et al. [60] analyzed the effectiveness of using
WiFi probe IEs as a device identifying feature. By analyz-
ing the Sapienza dataset [4] (dataset of probe requests with
actual MAC addresses), they observed most (93.8%) devices

don’t change the IE fields over time, thereby making it a fea-
sible feature to exploit. However, the level of separation was
limited to device models (as IEs from same model are sim-
ilar). For similar device separation the authors relied upon
using sequence numbers and probe arrival times as features.

Further on, they noticed some implementation flaws in
WiFi stacks, which can be misused for device tracking.
Firstly, for 75% of probe requests, the WPS UUID was de-
rived from the actual MAC address and a fixed salt using
SHA256 which meant the actual MAC address can easily be
reverse engineered. Secondly, the scrambling mechanism is
used to ensure an even spread of 1s and 0s across the OFDM
spectrum. This scrambling is done based on a seed value that
should be pseudorandom but instead is highly predictable,
and can be reversed to be used as a device identifier.

While the techniques introduced in [60] are expected to
work despite MAC randomization, they never actually per-
formed analysis on a dataset have randomized MAC ad-
dresses in the probe requests. Martin et al. [42] performed
a 2 year probe request data collection from multiple phones,
and attempted to verify the observations in [60]. They ob-
served that the WPS IE field is not readily available in most
devices and therefore UUID derivation is not possible. In-
stead, they proposed using the IEEE company identifier (the
private random MAC addresses are derived from those) to
identify the manufacturer, following which sequence num-
bers can be used to separate similar devices. An important
observation was that association/authentication frames incre-
ment the same sequence number as probe requests, and also
reveal the actual MAC address, making them an important
tool in revealing the device identity.

In another paper, Martin et al. [43] derived and analyzed
their actual MAC addresses for the devices in the above
dataset which had a WPS IE field. They observed that for
a given manufacturer, the pattern of assigning MAC ad-
dresses is related to the specific model of the wireless de-
vice. Therefore, by decomposing actual MAC addresses, a
device’s manufacturer and specific model can also be figured
out. Following this, techniques similar to [42] can be used to
separate similar devices.
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Bluetooth. Unlike WiFi, Bluetooth classic device discov-
ery packets contain very few information fields for deriv-
ing identifiers. In certain specific cases, device identifica-
tion works well if the goal is to identify a particular class of
devices [8].

For classic Bluetooth data packets, Spill et al. [56] solved
the master device identification problem, by quite literally
extracting packet contents and other Bluetooth properties.
By reverse engineering Bluetooth packet contents in real
time, they were able to obtain the MAC address, clock bits
(and therefore the hopping sequence) and the whitening se-
quence for the Bluetooth device. Ryan et al. [52] further
extended this work to be able to identify and track BLE de-
vices. They also made an interesting observation that BLE
devices follow a simple channel hopping mechanism (incre-
ment by fixed number) unlike classic Bluetooth, and easily
reversible whitening, making their Bluetooth properties eas-
ily derivable and identification straightforward.

In recent times the use of BLE advertisements for inter-
device message passing has become the norm [64, 1]. All
major hardware vendors use a combination of advertise-
ments to provide a seamless experience to the user. But all
they end up doing is providing a huge number of packets for
the passive eavesdropper to exploit.

Becker et al. [7] observed that major operating systems
like iOS, MacOS, Windows 10 and several smartwatch/fit-
ness trackers OSes, continuously send BLE advertisements.
While they use periodically changing MAC addresses the
payload doesnt change or changes asynchronously to the
MAC address. This allowing us to continuously identify and
track these devices by observing MAC address and payload
identifiers at the same time. In the most egregious case, Win-
dows 10 devices can be tracked indefinitely using this algo-
rithm.

Looking specifically at Apple devices, these continuous
BLE advertisements can be attributed to Apple’s Continuity
Protocol [1]. This protocol enables synchronization between
multiple Apple devices using different BLE advertisement
messages. In fact, [7] used the Nearby and Handoff mes-
sages in particular for the analysis in their paper. Martin et
al. [41] performed a detailed analysis of the Continuity Pro-
tocol, and found several different features across different
packets of the protocol, that can be used for tracking of not
only the device, but also reveal user information. For ex-
ample, device tracking is possible with Handoff messages as
they use a sequence number that increments independent of
MAC address randomization. Also, Nearby messages never
stop transmitting and have a 4-byte data field that remains
constant for one or two frames after MAC randomization.

4.1.2 Packet Timing

The link layer is also responsible for deciding the specific
time scheduling properties of the various transmissions. For

example, device discovery packets are scheduled at certain
intervals of time, and the exact time instants are decided by
link layer based on channel conditions; Bluetooth data trans-
mit/receive is performed in tightly defined time slots, and is
affected by the transmitter clock drift etc.

Packet timing techniques measure these specific timing
properties, and use the timing information as features for
identifying particular transmitters. In particular the papers I
surveyed measure two types of transmitter identifying prop-
erties – the drift of the transmitter source clock, time between
periodic packet transmissions. Again due to their continuous
and periodic nature, device discovery packets feature in most
of the literature.

In terms of taxonomy, clock skew measurement has only
been shown to work for master devices whereas inter-arrival
time has been shown to work primarily for slave devices.
Packet timing techniques offer similar environmental stabil-
ity and practicality as packet contents based techniques,i.e.,
they are stable to environment changes, and data collection is
practically possible outdoors and using low-cost commodity
radios. Finally clock skew methods are immune to software
upgrades, but inter-arrival time based techniques are not.

Clock Skew. Physical clocks are not ideal and have imper-
fections. Therefore, the use of a clock source for link layer
timing will result in drift from ideal timing values. Clock
skew is a measure of that drift, defined as the rate of change
of clock offset over time [50].

Kohno et al.[34] were among the earliest to identify the
opportunity with using clock skew as a device fingerprint.
They observed that network stacks attach TCP timestamps
to TCP/ICMP packets at time of sending a packet. Using
these timestamps, and measuring the packet receive time
they computed the clock skew fingerprint.

Drawing inspiration fromt this work, Jana et al. [31] ex-
plored 802.11 network stacks for timing based identifica-
tion. They observed that AP beacon/probe response packets
contain a Time Synchronization Function (TSF) timestamp.
They used this timestamp, and measured receive time us-
ing the do_gettimeofday Linux function, to obtain the clock
skew. They estimated the variation in skews of multiple APs
in a residential setting.

Using link layer timestamp was advantageous because
TCP timestamping [34] requires AP to be associated with
some stations. Additionally, APs (whether associated or
not) are always sending probe beacon/request responses, and
therefore continuous tracking is possible.

However, the skew measurement in [31] is limited by the
accuracy of receive time measurement. Arackparambil et
al. [2] suggested the use of TSF timestamp (microsecond
resolution) on the receive side as well. This provides a 5x
lower variance on offset measurements as compared to using
the Linux function. They also suggested that line fitting er-
ror must be included, to handle fabricated skews (A scenario
which Jana et al. had not anticipated).
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However, all these methods relied on values reported by
the transmitter. Not only are these limited by several trans-
mitter factors (network stack, OS etc.). Bluetooth does not
provide such timestamps, so a different approach was needed
for skew measurement. Huang et al. [29] observed that Blue-
tooth defines transmit/receive slot boundaries, and skew will
manifest as a drift from these boundaries. They clustered the
arrival times of the preambles to generate a fingerprint for
a device, and then checked statistical distance of any new
cluster to verify if the same.

Huang et al. observed that real Bluetooth radios follow
clock skew bounds (≤ 20 ppm), whereas noise is randomly
distributed in a short time period. This can be used to filter
out noise from legitimate preambles. The linear relation of
clock offset over time also meant that they didn’t need any
knowledge of transmit time, or even time slot boundaries to
perform the clustering of preambles.

Inter-packet arrival time. The periodic and continuous na-
ture of device discovery mechanisms exposed another fea-
ture – inter-packet arrival time This feature exists because
wireless transmitters schedule the probe/advertisement pack-
ets at different rates, depending on the wireless stack imple-
mentation. This implementation difference can provide fine-
grained separation between transmitters.

Franklin et al. [20] fingerprinted Wi-Fi device drivers by
binning frequency of probe request arrival times for differ-
ent (NIC drivers,host OS) combinations. Accuracy of finger-
printing was verified by comparing signatures of 30 minute
traces against the database. The intuition was that a partic-
ular driver will have defining probe transmit times signature
when observed over a long time (in their case 12 hours).

Corbett et al. [13] used frequency domain analysis to
differentiate between different NICs, by considering inter-
arrival time series data and computing power spectral density
They observed that the 50 frequencies with highest power
is a defining identifier for classifying NICs. The advantage
with frequency domain analysis was that minute timing vari-
ations can be captured even with a short trace(e.g.,variation
due to rate switching).

However, for similar devices (use the same driver and
OS), very high resolution time measurements are required
for measuring inter-arrival time differences. Instead, Loh et
al. [16] proposed to use the bursty nature of probes, by using
inter-probe burst arrival time for identification. By clustering
together bursts using a variance threshold, they were able
to even able to differentiate similar transmitters with high
accuracy. They also observed that inter-burst intervals re-
duce measurement requirement (resolution of minute-order
required), but increase data collection time.

These papers, though either don’t explicitly address MAC
randomization, or just assume each transmitter has a unique
constant MAC address [20]. Matte et al. [44] presented a
technique that works with minimal number of packets, and
demonstrated proper functioning even with randomization.

They combined information from both inter-probe arrival
time and inter-burst arrival time to create burst sets grouped
using nearest neighbors methods. With this method, they re-
quired only 4 groups of bursts per transmitter to achieve high
accuracy in device identification. This means that the finger-
print can be derived in the time duration in which a device
has a constant MAC address, making this method practical.

In the world of BLE advertisements, Fawaz et
al. [19] quantified exact absolute time instants when specific
BLE devices would advertise. They used this knowledge to
jam advertisements from BLE transmitters, to prevent ad-
versarial tracking. Because devices sense channel and ran-
dom backoff before choosing to advertise, the likelihood of
blocking inocuous advertisements is low. For example, in the
common case of advertising time of 1.024 s, less than 30%
of inocuous advertisements were blocked, while achieving
100% success in jamming advertisements of upto 10 target
devices.

4.2 Physical Layer

4.2.1 Signal strength

Signal propagation through the medium has several effects
such as attenuation, scattering, fading etc. Received Signal
strength (RSS) is a measure of the received signal power of
a wireless transmission. It is a function of the transmitter’s
distance to receiver as well as channel conditions. A number
of papers have attempted to use a series of signal strength
measurements indoors, to identify individual transmitters at
specific locations.

In terms of taxonomy, signal strength based techniques are
universal in all device roles. Being a physical medium based
technique, signal strength is stable to changes in software
but is heavily influenced by environmental changes. Finally,
while data collection can be done using commodity radios,
this technique has only been practically proven to work ef-
fectively for indoor or enclosed environments.

Faria et al. [18] combined RSS readings for the same
transmitter from multiple 802.11 receivers. They used dif-
ferential values (with respect to the highest RSS for a trans-
mitter) to improve robustness to varying transmission levels.
The intuition was that differential RSS reading from closely
located transmitters differ by atmost a maximum threshold,
whereas different physically separated transmitters differ by
atleast a minimum threshold. By varying threshold values
and applying different matching rules, they obtained high ac-
curacy in differentiating transmitters separated by 7m, using
a network of only 12 receivers.

RSS readings from a stationary transmitter are environ-
ment depedent, therefore using absolute values can lead to
erroneous results. RSS clustering approaches [11, 6] can be
used to solve this problem. Bauer et al.[6] attempted to clus-
ter the signalprint vector for a transmitter use a k-means clus-
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tering approach, to combat the noisy environment sources.
Requiring just 3 receivers, they were able to obtain upto 77%
accuracy in differentiating transmitters separated by 3.5m,
even if there were upto 25 transmitters. They observed that
even if transmitters were operating at different power levels,
the reduction in accuracy was minimal.

Sheng et al. [55] later observed that most 802.11 APs im-
plement antennae diversity. Because of this RSS distribu-
tions following a Gaussian Multi-Modal pattern ([18, 11, 6]
assumed a simple Gaussian distribution). This GMM na-
ture of RSS can provide more fine-grained features for fin-
gerprinting APs. By using a mixture model to cluster per-
frame signalprints, they achieved high detection accuracies
using just 7 monitors. Additionally, they observed that the
RSS distributions thus modeled are stable over time, despite
changing multi-path effects.

Unfortunately, RSS based fingerprinting doesn’t work in
the presence of mobile transmitters, as signal strength values
change drastically. In specific scenarios though, if we had
a good estimation of the motion of transmitter/receiver, the
device identification can be used to distinguish from trans-
mitters with a different relative motion. Ghose et al.[23] ex-
ploited this aspect to design a RSS based authneticater for
802.11 networks. By using a helper device as a wand waved
around the device to be authenticated, they observed defi-
nite RSS fluctuations Even if the MAC address was spoofed,
spoofing the relative motion to the helper is not possible. Ad-
ditionally, because of close relative proximity to the device,
the variation in RSS had a higher roll-off rate, as compared
to a snooper that was further away.

4.2.2 Channel State

The major drawback with RSS measurements is variations
due to multipath shadowing. These variations are not only
over distance but also over time, even over a relatively sta-
ble link condition. Comparitively, channel state informa-
tion (CSI) can separate multipath components, and therefore
provide a more fine grained fingerprint based on wireless
medium conditions. In the case of WiFi networks, presence
of multiple subcarriers results in a large feature set for CSI
based device identification. Majority of the work in this area
is aimed at Wi-Fi transmitters. These channel state measure-
ments can be performed in the time domain (Channel Im-
pulse Response) or in the frequency domain (Channel Fre-
quency Response).

In terms of our taxonomy, channel state exhibits the same
tradeoffs as RSS, i.e., works for all device roles, stable to
changes in software but not to environmental changes, can
be collected using low-cost radios but impractical to use in
an outdoor environment.

[65, 54] used CFR measurements to localize a WiFi trans-
mitter in an indoor setting. Sen et al. [54] used chan-
nel frequency response (CFR) measurements from multiple

WiFi subcarriers to perform localization. They observed
that CFRs vary significatly temporally and with environment
changes, but were relatively immune to human movement.
Further on CFR reported by different APs for same physi-
cal location are diverse and that can be exploited to improve
classification. For training, they created a CFR cluster based
map of individual 1m x 1m location. For inference, the CFR
of packets received from closest AP are checked for simi-
larity distance and then group to a certain CFR cluster (and
thereby to a location spot). By receiving beacon packets for
1s at a location, they were able to localize to 1m x 1m spot
upto 85%, even if beacons were received from only AP.

[32, 38] utilized CIR measurements to localize Wi-Fi
transmitters in an indoor environment instead. Fundamen-
tally CIR is time domain representation of CFR, and pro-
vides more spatial information Jin et al. [32] derived CIR
by taking inverse fourier transform (IFT) on the receiver’s
channel estimation (CFR vector), and then reducing number
of samples based on system bandwidth required. They uti-
lized non-parametric kernel regression for localization using
a logarithmic scale for the approximated CIR vector. The log
scale ensures that large delay ACIR elements also contribure
fairly to location estimation. They obtained high accuracy in
classifying positions even with increased bandwidth. Most
importantly, they obtained higher accuracy with just two
APs, than a RSS based scheme with 4 APs. Additionally,
even with 7 people in the environment, they saw minimal
degradation in accuracy performance, which was seen with
CFR based studies.

4.2.3 Hardware imperfections

The hardware components of RF signal chain typically have
certain manufacturing imperfections, which in turn introduce
non-idealities in the transmitted signal. These non-idealities
may manifest themselves through transients in the signal, or
through an error/offset in the steady state signal itself. Mea-
suring these hardware imperfections can be used to identify
the individual transmitters. As these features represent the
hardware design of the radio itself, they are the most ideal
representation of a transmitter.

In terms of taxonomy, hardware imperfection based tech-
niques can be used universally for any device role. Hard-
ware imperfections are also completely stable in value to
both environmental changes and changes to the software.
The biggest problem with hardware imperfections as a de-
vice identifier is that data collection requires the use of costly
SDR or VSA, which makes it less practical to deploy at scale.
As perhaps a consequence of this, there exist no work which
demonstrates these methods to work outdoors.

Transient signal. When a radio is turned on, there is a short
tranient phase before the control loops in the power ampli-
fier and phase locked loop settle. The characteristics of the
signal generated at this stage, can identify the hardware com-
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ponents of the transmitter uniquely.
Hall et al. [25] used phase characteristics to detect and

record transients from Bluetooth radios, unlike previous ap-
proaches that used signal amplitude. Phase characteristics
are preferrable because they are less susceptible to noise.
Also, the slope of phase becomes linear at start of transient,
making detection easier. The difference in phase variance
for each portion of the unwrapped phase signal was used to
create a fingerprint for classification of radios.

Hall et al. [24] further used the same detection mecha-
nism as [25] to retrieve transients for WiFi radios. They
measured amplitude, phase and frequency component (us-
ing Discrete Wavelet Transform). Using statistical measures
on these properties, they obtained a series of 10 properties
as a feature vector for fingerprinting using a Bayesian Fil-
ter. They achieved 94-100% accuracy in classifying radios,
including those from same manufacturer.

Suski II et al. [58] analyzed the effectiveness of amplitude
and phase transient detection mechanisms. By computing
variance in transiert start estimation error, they realized that
amplitude-based methods provide better noise resistance.
This observation was in contrast to previous work [25, 24].
To create a classification fingerprint, they used the power
spectral desnity sequence. This fingerprint was matched to a
cluster using cross-correlation, with a threshold. With these
methods they achieved upto 80% accuracy, even with SNR
down to 6 dB.

Steady-state signal. Once the control loops in the transmit-
ter hardware have settled, the signal is in steady state, and
actual packet reception can begin. A number of papers have
attempted to analyze the non-idealities of the received steady
state signal.

Some initial papers attempted to do a comprehensive eval-
uation of various hardware imperfection induced proper-
ties [9, 10]. Brik et al. [9] analyzed the properties of fre-
quency error, SYNC correlation, I/Q offset, magnitude and
phase error from several 802.11 NICs. Using values aver-
aged over 20 frames, they created a feature vector and used
SVM classifier to bin the signals. They achieved phenome-
nal accuracy of ≥ 99% accuracy in classification, and worst
case-similarity at 17%. Additionally, the values were stable
to changes in channel conditions and distance from receivers.

Unfortunately, such high accuracy results have not been
repeatable since. Vo-Huu et al. [61] hypothesize this was
due to a very stable test environment and the use of vec-
tor signal analyzer instead of SDR. They attempted to per-
form classification of modulation features using SDRs. They
used a combination of carrier frequency offset, sampling fre-
quency offset, transient and scrambler seed measurements in
a short time duration (to ensure MAC address randomization
doesn’t kick in) and compute similarity distance. While they
achieved high accuracy for comparing two different make of
radios, classification accuracy was low when testing simi-
lar make devices. However the measurements were stable

across several days of observation.
Recent work has also attempted in extracting environment

independent modulation properties from the channel state in-
formation itself [28, 39]. Liu et al. [39] extracted the phase
error due to I/Q imbalance from the channel state informa-
tion. Their filtering was based on the intuition that variance
of phase gradients is lower for actual signals even with a
varying environment. Modulation properties extracted thus,
exhibit similar time and environment invariance.

Work in Bluetooth modulation feature extraction has been
limited to detection of presence of wireless transmitters in a
noisy environment Sun et al. [57] designed CV-Track to ob-
serve variation in CFO values, to detect presence of a BLE
signal. The idea was that a BLE packet, even if partially cor-
rected, will result in constant CFO values, if there are over-
all equal number of 1s and 0s. To distinguish transmissions
from multiple beacons, they combined packet CFO values
with the inter-arrival time of beacons. The intuition was that
frequency mismatch between two transmitters remains con-
stant for a time period longer than a single packet duration.

4.3 Discussion
For an adversary aiming to identify a wireless personal de-
vice, there are a number of features to exploit in the wire-
less transmission, both at the link and physical layer. These
features can be used inspite of higher layer security and pri-
vacy protocols in place, making these particularly egregious.
While many of these papers were aimed at designing intru-
sion/adversary detection mechanisms, the methods can be
easily exploited for adversarial device identification.

The choice of a particular source of information for an
adversary boils down to a tradeoff between practicality in
the field vs univerality and stability of the feature. Physical
layer methods identifying hardware imperfections offer the
"golden" device identifier, i.e., the derived identifier offers
high universality and stability. That said, they require the use
of specialized equipment like signal analyzers or software
radios, making them hard to deploy at a large scale (difficult
to collect, aggregate and analyze data).

For these very reasons, we see most real world deploy-
ments typically use link layer methods to collect and analyze
wireless device data. In fact, the multitude of identification
information in the link layer packet contents itself is suffi-
cient to identify individual user behaviour in real world sce-
narios. In the next section, we look at existing literature that
showcases the extent of information leakage from the users
of these wireless personal devices.

5 Tracking the device owner

In the previous section we saw that passive sniffing of wire-
less transmissions provides sufficient information for an ad-
versary to identify wireless personal devices uniquely. An
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adversary who is successful at device identification, can then
proceed to perform more egregious privacy leakage on the
device owner. Fundamentally, passive eavesdropping of link
layer information (both packet contents and packet timing)
can be used in a variety of ways to track the device owner.
This tracking can be location or physical tracking, and also
behavioral tracking.

In this section, I present several papers that demonstrate as
examples to show the various different ways by which user
privacy can be compromised by passive sniffing of Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth personal devices. In today’s world an average per-
son will have multiple such devices on their person, and con-
sequently this information leakage represents an immediate
privacy threat that we must address.

5.1 User social relation tracking

With wide deployment of APs, mobile OSs implemented di-
rected active probing of PNL, as a much more power efficient
device discovery mechanism. While this provided seamless
connectivity to the user, periodic transmission of probe re-
quests also leaked information about the social and demo-
graphic background of large crowds.

Cunche et al. [14] were the first to explore this hypothesis.
By using similarity metrics from record linkage problems,
they were able to observe links between multiple mobile de-
vices (Devices basically operating in a similar location). The
important intuition was that while calculating device link-
age, higher weight was assigned to SSIDs common to two
devices, but not seen frequently across the dataset. For ex-
ample, a public hotspot is common across the dataset and has
a lower weight in linking two devices, as opposed to a home
AP.

Barbera et al. [5] took these metrics to a huge scale by
large scale temporal passive probe requests collection at
events like political rallies, Vatican Pope announcements and
public locations like train stations. With a massive dataset of
11 million probes from 160K+ devices, they were essentially
able to establish linkages in a bipartite graph that mirrored
commercial social networks. From just SSID and OUI infor-
mation, they revealed several social properties – age groups
and political affiliations likely to buy a phone brand, lan-
guages people speak and diurnal patterns of students visiting
university.

Luzio et al. [17] went one step ahead (and potentially
scarier) with the same dataset, and linked each AP to the ge-
ographic location based on Wigle data. This revealed a his-
tory of locations where a user has been in the past, and were
able to make predictions on what cities and locations are they
most likely from. They also observed that by eavesdropping
probes in election rallies of the major political parties, they
were able to closely predict eventual voting statistics as re-
ported in the actual election. This essentially translates to the
ability to monitor and predict crowd behaviour providing an

avenue for monitoring public at large.

5.2 User location tracking

The continuous probing/advertisement behaviour of the
wireless devices allows for position and movement tracking
of mobile devices using a network of stationary or mobile
passive eavesdoppers (wardriving).

Musa et al. [47] designed a system to collect probe re-
quests by a series of monitors placed along a road. For a
moving transmitter, variation in probe intervals, multipath
fading, Doppler effect might make it difficult to obtain probe
requests. However, by knowing the spatial road networks
and traversable road segments, it is possible to combine both
detection and non-detection of probes to obtain a very ac-
curate vehicle trajectory. In fact, by just placing monitors
460m apart across a 2.7km road, they were able to estimate
trajectory points of moving vehicle to within 67m. Addi-
tionally, they also pointed out that more transmissions can
be solicited from WiFi devices by using active RTS and null
frame injection methods.

Issoufaly et al. [30] proposed a similar technique for track-
ing BLE device advetisements, by proposing that such track-
ing can be easily done using smartphones. They proposed
building a tracking app that can be deployed in several smart-
phones, which serve as a BLE Botnet to track personal wire-
less devices. Korolova et al. [35] lend credence to this idea,
by observing that Android and iOS leak consistent device
identifiers for an observed BLE device, to all apps on the
same phone. Further on, by exploiting inherent backward
compatibility mechanisms present in these OSs, an app can
run a BLE scan without needing explicit user permission. In-
terestingly such techniques are similar to wardriving mecha-
nisms that exist in the wild today. In fact, Wigle already has
a public WiFi and Bluetooth (BLE and Classic) wardriving
database in place.

With the introduction of privacy mechanisms (MAC ad-
dress randomization) in both WiFi and Bluetooth standards,
such tracking mechanisms should have ceased to be effec-
tive. Unfortunately, [30, 15, 27] analyzed several innately
personal BLE devices (popular fitness trackers) and observed
that they still continue to use persistent static addresses for
advertisements. Das et al. [15] collected BLE advertising
packets at a gym for 8 consecutive days. They observed 95%
devices use an advertisinginterval ≤ 8s, and continuously
keep on advertising when not connected to the phone. This
results in large packet avaialability to analyze. Identification
of fitness trackers was intuitive, as they used tracker model
name in the device name. They observed that 89% of track-
ers didn’t change their MAC address (use static addresses).
Consequently, they were able to observe 24/99 identified
trackers at the gym on several different days, demonstrating
ease of long term tracking
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5.3 User behavioral tracking

There is a fundamental expectation that data traffic payloads
are encrypted, and beyond the master’s device identifier (like
MAC address), dont reveal any other piece of information.
Unfortunately, several different papers have proven this as-
sumption to be simplistic. A number of papers have per-
formed timing analysis on network traffic to reveal user in-
formation like browsing patterns (WiFi) and even physical
activities (Bluetooth),

WiFi traffic reveals browsing behaviour. The major use
case for Wi-Fi networks is to enable Internet access to the
variety of mobile and personal devices connected to it. While
wireless encryption standards prevent an eavesdropper from
directly observing the payloads, a traffic analysis reveals side
channel information about the websites a user is browsing to.

Pang et al. [49] looked at analyzing unique network desti-
nations visited by a user, when connected to public hotspots.
The idea was similar to PNLs, in that a certain individual is
more likely to visit certain websites more frequently, a fea-
ture that differs across users. They were able to achieve high
accuracy in grouping network destinations from an individ-
ual user. By combining specific information in link layer
headers, a higher accuracy can be achieved in associating
browsing behaviour with individual users. While this works
well in the case of a public access point, information beyond
link layer is unavailable for private hotspots.

Zhang et al. [67] investigate user online activity leak-
age by passively sniffing encrypted WiFi data traffic from
a private hotspot. Using timing analysis on network traffic,
they extracted features such as data rate, inter-frame timing,
frame size etc. They used a SVM classifier with these fea-
tures for several online applications such as browsing, online
video streaming, BitTorrent, chatting etc. They were able to
achieve high accuracy not only in detecting individual appli-
cation traffic, but also able to achieve clear separation when
multiple applications were running concurrently. The scari-
est thing was that they achieved over 90% accuracy in clas-
sification, passively eavesdropping for just a minute.

Recently, several papers [63, 3] have applied similar traf-
fic analysis technique as [67] to infer specific app usage on
smartphones by people. Atkinson et al. [3] used several
statistical measures of packet size and inter-packet arrival
rate to fingerprint top 34 free apps on Google Play Store.
These apps spanned several categories such as news, retail,
lifestyle, health, travel, entertainment, social media etc. Us-
ing Random Forest based classifier, they achieved a 98% ac-
curacy in identifying specific apps from traffic. Armed with
this they attacked 7 specific users and were able to construct
user personas, requiring just 5 seconds of individual app data
in real time to confirm app usage. They were also able to
make simultaneous detections for different users in a noisy
enterprise network environment.

Fitness tracker traffic reveals physical activity. With the
increasing user base for Bluetooth Low Energy devices, pri-
vacy leakage for wireless data traffic has assumed a new
form. These BLE radios are used in personal devices like
fitness trackers, mice etc, and therefore privacy leakage
amounts to leaking information about the physical activities
of the human.

Das et al. [15] further observed that performing traffic
analysis on fitness tracker data on popular fitness trackers
like Fitbit can provide a coarse-grained estimate of user ac-
tivity. A feature vector for physical activity classification
contained payload data rate, number of empty packets and
number of start packets. Using this, they achieved 97.6%
accuracy in classifying 4 types of user activities - sleep-
ing,sitting,walking,running.

Further on, they observed high correlation for payload
data rate and empty packet count with the accelerometer
data. By plotting empty packet count vs payload data rate
for 5 different users, they observed non-overlapping clusters
for each user, indicating that these parameters even reveal the
specific style of motion of an individual user.

Even worse, Classen et al. [12] observed recently that all
Fitbit models feature a Live mode to enable real time user ac-
tivity display on smartphone. In this mode, once the tracker
and smartphone have authenticated, the tracker switches to
sending unencrypted data packets to smartphone over the
BLE link. This Live mode data packet contains informa-
tion such as distance travelled, elevation, step count and heart
rate, all in the clear for an eavesdropper to record.

5.4 Discussion
As we can see in this section, there is a large amount of
user identifying information available for an adversary at the
physical and link layers. Therefore, an adversary who is suc-
cesful at fingerprinting a wireless transmitter can utilize the
collected information to identify the device owner.

Interestingly, the papers aimed at user privacy leakage use
information exposed through link layer, and not the physical
layer. While ease of data collection is a possible reason for
this, there is another important factor. The user identifying
features exist because of specific implementation and usage
of wireless radios, as defined in the firmware/software stack.
Therefore, these properties only exist at the link layer and
not physical layer.

Among the different type of data/control packets that
have been exploited across the papers, probe request (WiFi)
and advertisements (Bluetooth LE) are the worst offendors.
These packets are transmitted frequently by all personal
wireless devices, are unencrypted and contain a number of
information fields, that can be misused to conveniently iden-
tify both the device and the user.

Fundamentally, it boils down to our design choices. The
prevalence of wireless transmissions from personal devices
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is to provide convenience to users. For instance, continuous
WiFi probe requests ensures your mobile devices is always
connected to the highest strength acces point, Apple devices
continuously transmit advertisements to enable the Continu-
ity protocol etc. At the same time, the amount of information
contained in these packets makes it easy for an adversary to
identify the devices and the users. Therefore there is a need
to rethink our design choices to prevent this privacy leakage.

Additionally, I believe wireless product designers should
not keep repeating the same privacy mistakes, espe-
cially with personal devices. For instance, Saponas et
al. [53] pointed out that the Nike+iPod sport kit launched in
2006, used persisent device identifiers that can result in user
tracking. 12 years on, fitness trackers have now evolved to
wrist-worn devices using Bluetooth, and yet expose the same
vulnerability [12]. We must understand the risks of identity
and user privacy leakage from these wireless personal de-
vices, and make better design choices moving forward.

6 Directions for Future Research

Future research in this area spans multiple different direc-
tions.

Practical physical layer device identification. Hardware
imperfection based techniques provide an extremely stable
and universal device identity. And yet, as we saw in Sec-
tion 5, none of the device and user tracking methods use this
technique. This is primarily due to the cost of the SDRs or
signal analyzers needed for acquiring the signal. There have
been several efforts in recent times to design and improve ef-
ficiency of SDR captures [26, 33] and crowdsourced efforts
at spectrum analysis [59]. Future work can look to expand
on these efforts to enable practical physical layer identifi-
cation in outdoor environments, especially if we can enable
such data collection and analysis from existing mobile de-
vices [40]. Such research has great value for designing ro-
bust intrusion detection systems.

Potential privacy concerns with BLE directed advertise-
ments. BLE has the possibility of performing directed ad-
vertising (very similar to WiFi directed probe request), in
which advertisements containing specific MAC addresses
are transmitted. Fundamentally, the devices that a personal
BLE device would connect are more personal than say a
WiFi AP, i.e., while PNL based fingerprinting was limited to
social linkage assessment in WiFi, in BLE similar techniques
may yield a more unique and individualistic fingerprint. Fu-
ture work needs to analyze how widespread the usage of di-
rected advertisements are, as they can lead to severe privacy
violations.

Wireless privacy leakage in medical devices. In this sur-
vey we have seen that privacy leakage at the physical and
link layer is a concern with wireless personal devices. With
the advent of personalized medical equipment such as CPAP

machines, insulin pumps etc., passive eavesdropping based
information leakage becomes a real and immediate concern.
While HIPAA regulations are in place to ensure private pa-
tient data confidentiality, data leakage by such wireless de-
vices needs further analysis. Future work needs to analyze
the wireless traffic from such devices, to see if confidential
patient information is being leaked by such devices.

7 Conclusion

In this survey I presented existing literature exploring tech-
niques that a passive eavesdropper can use to identify wire-
less personal devices at the link and physical layers. I also
presented a body of work which shows that an adversary can
then use the same information to track the device owner -
both physically and behaviorally. At the basic level, the con-
stant transmission of packets rich in device and user specific
information by wireless radios – especially device discovery
packets – leads to an always available source of information
that can be exploited by a passive eavesdropper for privacy
leakage.

We analyzed the tradeoff decision involved in choosing an
identification technique. Broadly, a hardware imperfection
based physical layer identity is a "golden" representation of
the wireless transmitter, but is harder to capture compared
to packet contents based link layer technique. Understand-
ing these tradeoff decisions, and the sources of information
is important to design better intrusion detection systems. Fu-
ture research must also look into reducing the availability of
information for a passive eavesdropper to reduce such pri-
vacy leakage.
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